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Enjoy laughs and giggles with this boxed set of the popular Dog Man series.
Winner of the 2012 Randolph Caldecott Medal This New York Times Bestseller and
New York Times Best Illustrated Book relates a story about love and loss as only Chris
Rashcka can tell it. Any child who has ever had a beloved toy break will relate to
Daisy's anguish when her favorite ball is destroyed by a bigger dog. In the tradition of
his nearly wordless picture book Yo! Yes?, Caldecott Medalist Chris Raschka explores
in pictures the joy and sadness that having a special toy can bring. Raschka's signature
swirling, impressionistic illustrations and his affectionate story will particularly appeal to
young dog lovers and teachers and parents who have children dealing with the loss of
something special.
A monstrous mutt terrorizes the residents of Mousopolis.
For keyboarding skills students need tomorrow, this is the book they need today. 40
lessons introduce new key learning and technique mastery, and 40 additional lessons
emphasize word processing and business-document formatting including MLA-style
reports, personal business letters, flyers, and newsletters. Timed writings and a variety
of interesting activities help with basic keyboarding skills as well as strengthen oral and
written communication, word-processing and Internet skills. Includes the latest in
teacher support material with a top-spiral Teacher's Edition that provides tips, notes,
and classroom suggestions, and an Instructor's Resource CD that includes articles
about teaching keyboarding, methodology, student data files, lesson plans, and
document solutions. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Meet Dog Man, the crime-biting canine who is part dog, part man, and ALL HERO!
When danger calls, this Dog Man Doll will be ready! His soft fur, floppy ears, and
policemans uniform make him the perfect companion for your little crime-fighter. Cozy
up with Dog Man and read Dav Pilkeys fantastic, giggle-inducing series featuring
George and Harold, the diabolical minds behind Captain Underpants. Watch Dog Man
unleash justice on Petey, the worlds most evil cat! Safe for all ages, perfect for ages 2
to 8. Surface wash only.
Gargoyles have been feared and misunderstood for centuries, but now Caldecott Honor
artist Dav Pilkey tells the real story of these gentle stone creatures come to life. Behind
their cold, stone faces, gargoyles have warm, loving souls -- yet most people don't look
deeply enough to notice. Angels can see the good inside them, though, and tonight the
angels will sweep down to take their silent, stone friends on a magical journey, hand in
hand.Caldecott Honor artist Dav Pilkey's lyrical tale of these gentle stone creatures
come to life is a reminder that everyone -- from the grievers to the dreamers to the
believers -- is worthy of love.
From Dav Pilkey, creator of Captain Underpants, and acclaimed artist Dan Santat, a
thrilling friendship adventure with all-new full-color illustrations and mini-comics
throughout! Having a big best friend isn't always big fun...Ricky Ricotta loves his Mighty
Robot. They do everything together, but it's sometimes hard for a small mouse to have
such a big buddy! If only the Mighty Robot could find someone his own size to play
with, Ricky might finally have some fun by himself.Little does Ricky know, his wish is
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about to come true. Evil Uncle Unicorn has a top-secret plan to trap the Mighty Robot
so that he can take over Earth, and he's got a giant surprise in store. Once again, it's up
to Ricky to save the planet -- and his best friend!
The paperback edition of this phenomenally successful book by Dav Pilkey, the creator
of the bestselling CAPTAIN UNDERPANTS series. George and Harold (the co-stars of
the enormously popular CAPTAIN UNDERPANTS series) are in big trouble again! Their
mean principal, Mr Krupp, has had it with their comic books. But the boys aren't giving
up, and they decide to create an all-new epic novel about a subject they've never
tackled before! Dr Dilbert Dinkle started his career as an ordinary, everyday evil
genius/inventor/bank robber. But when he awakens one day transformed into a walking,
talking puddle of pee, he vows to destroy every toilet in town. Will the devious Dr Dinkle
and his conniving cat, Petey, ruin restrooms for the rest of us? Or could this be a job for
the death-defying, dynamic duo of Super Diaper Baby and Diaper Dog?

The brand new bestselling Dog Man book from Dav Pilkey - you'll howl with
laughter!
Just when they thought they were out, it pulls them back in! Our heroes beat the
Bionic Booger Boy, but they forgot about those rascally Robo-Boogers. Join
George, Harold, Mr. Krupp, Melvin Sneedly, and Sulu the Bionic Hamster on an
adventure that will take them into the deepest regions of outer space and back
through time to the mysterious and uncharted world of the day before yesterday!
It's a monster-mashin', robo-wranglin', time-travelin', brain-switchin', nose-pickin'
good time!
“Rick Wilber has written the best "first contact" story I've seen in decades: deeply
human, eerily alien, and altogether an exciting, moving and thought-provoking
novel.” --Ben Bova The fate of two civilizations depends on one troubled family in
Rick Wilber's science-fiction adventure Alien Morning. Peter Holman is a
freelance sweeper. The year 2030 sees a new era in social media with
sweepcasting, a multisensory interface that can convey every thought, touch,
smell, sight, and sound, immersing the audience in another person's experience.
By fate, chance, or some darker design, Peter is perfectly positioned to be the
one human to document the arrival of the aliens, the S'hudonni. The S'hudonni
offer advanced science in exchange for various trade goods from Earth. But
nothing is as simple as it seems. Peter finds himself falling for, Heather
Newsome a scientist chosen by the S'hudonni to act as their liaison. Engaged to
his brilliant marine biologist brother, Tom, Heather is not what she seems. But
Peter has bigger problems. While he and his brother fight over long-standing
family troubles, another issue looms: a secret war among the aliens, who are
neither as benevolent nor as unified as they first seemed. Peter slowly learns
secrets he was never meant to know, about the S'hudonni, and about his own
family. Realizing that he has been used, he can only try to turn his situation
around, to save what he can of his life and of the future of Earth. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
When Dog Man is sent to the pound for a crime he did not commit, his friends
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work to prove his innocence.
Move over, Dav Pilkey, it's George and Harold's turn to tell the tale of the all-new
superhero who's faster than a speeding stroller and more powerful than diaper
rash. Make way for Super Diaper Baby! Oh, no! It looks like George and Harold
are in trouble again... As punishment, the boys have to write a 100-page report
on "good citizenship," and they have been specifically ordered NOT to make
another comic about Captain Underpants. So what do they do? They create an
all-new superhero... Super Diaper Baby! Super Diaper Baby's archenemy,
Deputy Dangerous, wants to steal his powers and take over the planet. Will the
diaper-wearing dynamo defeat the deputy, or is the entire Earth doomed?
From Newbery Medal honoree and #1 New York Times bestselling author Jason
Reynolds comes a hilarious, hopeful, and action-packed middle grade novel
about the greatest young superhero you’ve never heard of, filled with illustrations
by Raúl the Third! Portico Reeves’s superpower is making sure all the other
superheroes—like his parents and two best friends—stay super. And safe. Super
safe. And he does this all in secret. No one in his civilian life knows he’s
actually…Stuntboy! But his regular Portico identity is pretty cool, too. He lives in
the biggest house on the block, maybe in the whole city, which basically makes it
a castle. His mom calls where they live an apartment building. But a building with
fifty doors just in the hallways is definitely a castle. And behind those fifty doors
live a bunch of different people who Stuntboy saves all the time. In fact, he’s the
only reason the cat, New Name Every Day, has nine lives. All this is swell except
for Portico’s other secret, his not-so-super secret. His parents are fighting all the
time. They’re trying to hide it by repeatedly telling Portico to go check on a
neighbor “in the meantime.” But Portico knows “meantime” means his parents
are heading into the Mean Time which means they’re about to get into it, and
well, Portico’s superhero responsibility is to save them, too—as soon as he
figures out how. Only, all these secrets give Portico the worry wiggles, the frets,
which his mom calls anxiety. Plus, like all superheroes, Portico has an archnemesis who is determined to prove that there is nothing super about Portico at
all.
George and Harold have created a new super-hero who digs into deception.
When Greg the police dog and his cop companion are injured on the job, a lifesaving surgery changes the course of history. With the head of a dog and the
body of a human, Dog Man has a nose for justice. But can he resist the call of the
wild to answer the call of duty?
Howl with laughter with Dog Man, the #1 New York Times bestselling series from
Dav Pilkey, the creator of Captain Underpants!
Dog Man, the newest hero from the creator of Captain Underpants, is still
learning a few tricks of the trade. If only the Chief would throw him a bone every
once and a while... Dog Man needs to dry up the drool, dust away the dander,
and roll out of the refuse if he's going to impress the Chief, and he needs to do it
fast! Petey the cat is out of the bag, and his criminal curiosity is taking the city by
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storm. Can the canine crime biter unleash justice on this ruffian in time to save
the city, or will Petey get away with the purrfect crime?
From Dav Pilkey, creator of the New York Times bestselling Dog Man and
Captain Underpants series, comes Hally Tosis, the adorable dog that will take
your breath away! Hally Tosis is a great family dog, but there is one rotten thing
about her: her breath! It is so smelly, Hally's pet parents want to find a new home
for her. The children, desperate to keep their beloved pet, try everything to rid
Hally of her stinky stench. They take her for a breathtaking view, a movie that
would leave her breathless, and a ride on a roller coaster that would make her
lose her breath, but Hally's putrid panting persists! Only a miracle could save her
now!
Since its debut in 1990, The Wheel of Time® by Robert Jordan has captivated
millions of readers around the globe with its scope, originality, and compelling
characters. Over the course of fifteen books and millions of words, the world that
Jordan created grew in depth and complexity. However, only a fraction of what
Jordan imagined ended up on the page, the rest going into his personal files.
Now The Wheel of Time Companion sheds light on some of the most intriguing
aspects of the world, including biographies and motivations of many characters
that never made it into the books, but helped bring Jordan's world to life. Included
in the volume in an A-to-Z format are: An entry for each named character An
inclusive dictionary of the Old Tongue New maps of the Last Battle New portraits
of many characters Histories and customs of the nations of the world The
strength level of many channelers Descriptions of the flora and fauna unique to
the world And much more! The Wheel of Time Companion will be required
reading for The Wheel of Time's millions of fans. The Wheel of Time® New
Spring: The Novel #1 The Eye of the World #2 The Great Hunt #3 The Dragon
Reborn #4 The Shadow Rising #5 The Fires of Heaven #6 Lord of Chaos #7 A
Crown of Swords #8 The Path of Daggers #9 Winter's Heart #10 Crossroads of
Twilight #11 Knife of Dreams By Robert Jordan and Brandon Sanderson #12 The
Gathering Storm #13 Towers of Midnight #14 A Memory of Light By Robert
Jordan and Teresa Patterson The World of Robert Jordan's The Wheel of Time
By Robert Jordan, Harriet McDougal, Alan Romanczuk, and Maria Simons The
Wheel of Time Companion By Robert Jordan and Amy Romanczuk Patterns of
the Wheel: Coloring Art Based on Robert Jordan's The Wheel of Time At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
In this "superwonderrific" New York Times bestseller (Jerry Spinelli), two bullied
middle-school boys finally fight back with the power of funny. David and his best
friend Michael were tagged with awful nicknames way back in preschool when
everyone did silly things. Fast-forward to seventh grade: "Pottymouth" and
"Stoopid" are still stuck with the names -- and everyone in school, including the
teachers and their principal, believe the labels are true. So how do they go about
changing everyone's minds? By turning their misery into megastardom on TV, of
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course! And this important story delivers more than just laughs -- it shows that
the worst bullying isn't always physical . . . and that things will get better. A great
conversation starter for parents to read alongside their kids! Official Notice to
Parents:There is no actual pottymouthing or stupidity in this entire book!(Psst,
kids: that second part might not be entirely true.)
Real Estate Crowdfunding: An Insider’s Guide to Investing Online introduces the
reader to basic real estate investment concepts and then takes a deep dive into
how to invest passively yet wisely in real estate syndications. This book will teach
the reader how to: • invest in crowdfunded real estate syndicates • understand
key financial concepts used in the industry • diversify their investment portfolios •
read between the lines of investment contracts • maximize profit while minimizing
losses This book is a guide to the foundational financial concepts upon which all
real estate projects are based and explains the language of real estate from an
insider’s perspective. It provides a road map of what to watch for and how to win
at the game of passive real estate investing.
Howl with laughter with Dog Man, the #1 New York Times bestselling series from
Dav Pilkey!
Howl with laughter with Dog Man, the internationally bestselling series from Dav
Pilkey, the creator of Captain Underpants! Dog Man is still learning a few tricks of
the trade. Petey the cat is out of the bag, and his criminal curiosity is taking the
city by storm. Something fishy is going on! Can Dog Man unleash justice on this
ruffian in time to save the city, or will Petey get away with the purr-fect crime?
Dav Pilkey's wildly popular Dog Man series appeals to readers of all ages and
explores universally positive themes, including empathy, kindness, persistence,
and the importance of being true to one's self.
"Jack and Annie travel in the magic tree house to Galveston, Texas on
September 8, 1900--the day of the worst natural disaster in US history."-"Jack and Annie use the magic tree house to travel back in time to 1947
Brooklyn, New York, where they pretend to be batboys at Jackie Robinson's first
game with the Brooklyn Dodgers against the Boston Braves"-Children of all ages are invited to a bright and colorful multicultural celebration
with We've Got the Whole World in Our Hands!
Create your own Dog Man adventures in this creativity book-from the #1 New
York Times bestselling series from Dav Pilkey! You've read all of Dog Man's
adventures with Petey, Li'l Petey, Chief, and 80-HD-now come up with your own
in this exclusive Dog Man creativity book! It features more than 100 pages of
guided content, including fill-ins, story starters, and complete-the-comic activities.
With full-color illustrations and a huge Dog Man squishy on the cover, this is the
perfect book for any Dog Man fan!
George and Harold have created a new hero who digs into deception, claws after
crooks, and rolls over robbers. When Greg the police dog and his cop companion
are injured on the job, a life-saving surgery changes the course of history, and
Dog Man is born. With the head of a dog and the body of a human,this heroic
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hound has a real nose for justice. But can he resist the call of the wild to answer
the call of duty?
When a new sitter arrives and a movie star goes missing, Dog Man and Cat Kid
investigate, but Petey, the world's most evil cat, complicates their case.
Dog Man UnleashedDog Man
Howl with laughter with Dog Man, the internationally bestselling series from Dav
Pilkey, the creator of Captain Underpants! He was the best of dogs... He was the
worst of dogs... It was the age of invention... It was the season of surprise... It
was the eve of supa sadness... It was the dawn of hope... Dog Man hasn't always
been a paws-itive addition to the police force. While he can muzzle miscreants,
he tends to leave a slick of slobber in his wake! This time, Petey the cat's
dragged in a tiny bit of trouble -- a double in the form of a super-cute kitten. Dog
Man will have to work twice as hard to bust these furballs and remain top dog!
Dav Pilkey's wildly popular Dog Man series appeals to readers of all ages and
explores universally positive themes, including empathy, kindness, persistence,
and the importance of being true to one's self.
Bestselling author Dav Pilkey's timeless Caldecott Honor book about a boy, his
dog, and the solitude they share before the world wakes up, now in a vibrantly
remastered jacketed hardcover edition. In the still before dawn, while the rest of
the world is sleeping, a boy and his dog leave the comfort of their warm bed to
deliver newspapers. As the boy pedals his bike along a route he knows by heart,
his dog runs by his side, both enjoying a world that, before sunrise, belongs only
to them.Acclaimed author and artist Dav Pilkey celebrates the beauty found in
silence and the peace that comes from being with a beloved friend in this newly
remastered edition of his timeless, Caldecott Honor-winning picture book.
"This highly engaging landmark work, a natural history of exercise--by the author of the
best seller The Story of the Human Body--seeks to answer a fundamental question:
were you born to run or rest The first three parts of Exercised roughly follow the
evolutionary story of human physical activity and inactivity, even as each chapter
shatters a particular myth about exercise. Because we cannot understand physical
activity without understanding its absence, Part One begins with physical inactivity.
What are our bodies doing when we take it easy, including when we sit or sleep? Part
Two explores physical activities that require speed, strength, and power, such as
sprinting, lifting, and fighting. Part Three surveys physical activities that involve
endurance, such as walking, running, or dancing, as well as their effect on aging. Part
Four considers how anthropological and evolutionary approaches can help us exercise
better in the modern world. How can we more effectively manage to exercise, and in
what ways? To what extent, how, and why do different types and durations of exercise
help prevent or treat the major diseases that are likely to make us sick and kill us?"-Dog Man is the crime-biting canine who is part dog, part man and ALL HERO! This six
book set includes Dog Man, Dog Man Unleashed, Tale of Two Kitties, Dog Man and
Cat Kid, Lord of the Fleas and Brawl of the Wild.
Howl with laughter with Dog Man, the internationally bestselling series from Dav Pilkey,
the creator of Captain Underpants! Petey the Cat is out of jail, and he has a brand-new
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lease on life. While Petey's reevaluated what matters most, Li'l Petey is struggling to
find the good in the world. Can Petey and Dog Man stop fighting like cats and dogs long
enough to put their paws together and work as a team? They need each other now
more than ever -- Li'l Petey (and the world) is counting on them! Dav Pilkey's wildly
popular Dog Man series appeals to readers of all ages and explores universally positive
themes, including empathy, kindness, persistence, and the importance of being true to
one's self.
They sound like bad guys, they look like bad guys ... and they even smell like bad guys.
But Mr. Wolf, Mr. Piranha, Mr. Snake, and Mr. Shark are tired of being the villains. Mr.
Wolf has a daring plan for the Bad Guys' first good mission. They are going to break
two hundred dogs out of the Maximum Security City Dog Pound. Will Operation Dog
Pound go smoothly? Will the Bad Guys become the Good Guys? And will Mr. Snake
please stop swallowing Mr. Piranha?!
Everything has its weird side-- even sports! Add wacky stats, facts, and stories to your
arsenal of spots trivia with this new addition to the very popular Weird but True series!
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